As in El Gamal and Orlitsky 3], we modify the algorithm to convey a value rather than compute a function; but unlike the above citation, here, the value is a color. (2 ) ? ( ) < ln . The number of primes between and 2 that divide any positive integer is always at most log . For an integer c, let (c) denote the value of c mod . P X and P Y agree on a -coloring C : S X ! f0; : : : ; ? 1g of G(XjY ). P X , given X, picks uniformly at random a prime such that < < 2 . He transmits and (C(X)) to P Y . P Y constructs the set of colors A(Y; ; (C(X)) ) def = fC(x) : x 2 S XjY (Y ) and (C(x)) = (C(X)) g :
The set is not empty as it contains C(X). P Y decides that C(X) is a randomly chosen element of A. If jAj = 1, he decides on C(X) correctly and, since C is a coloring of G(XjY ), he also knows X. He can err only if jAj 2. We show that this happens with probability smaller than for all inputs. The number of bits required to transmit is: log ln log +log ln +log 1 +:5?log ln 31:1 bits. The expected number of bits required to transmit C(X) mod is: log log log 1:7 log + log ln + log 1 + :5 + :77 bits where is the expected value of . Adding a bit to round up the above, we obtain: C 1 (XjY ) 2 log ln + log + log 1 + 1 : 2 36 messages be pre x free given the recipient's random variable and previous messages. The separate-transmissions and the correct-decision properties now say that the bias of the coin must be a function of previous messages and the random variable known to the transmitter of a message. Protocols complying with these requirements are randomized protocols.
We consider only one-way randomized protocols where P X transmits a (random) message to P Y based on which P Y must (randomly) decide on the value of X. In so restricting ourselves we can avoid some of the subtleties in de ning general randomized protocols.
Let denote a randomized protocol. The number of bits transmitted when P X knows x and P Y knows y is now a random variable L (x; y); its expected value is L (x; y). The worst-case complexity of is:
= supf L (x; y) : (x; y) 2 S X;Y g :
For every input (x; y) 2 S X;Y , the assigned value, V (x; y), which P Y assumes is the value of X is a random variable and we let E (x; y) def = Pr(V (x; y) 6 = x) denote the probability that P Y is in error for (x; y). The error incurred by in determining X is:Ê (XjY ) def = supf E (x; y) : (x; y) 2 S X;Y g :
Note that the supremum inL (XjY ) andÊ (XjY ) is taken over the inputs. For each input, we average over the \coin ips." Finally, the randomized one-way complexity of (X; Y ) with error isĈ 1 (XjY ) def = inffL (XjY ) : is one-way andÊ (XjY ) g:
It is the minimum number of bits transmitted by a one-way randomized protocol ensuring that for all instances of (X; Y ), P Y determines X with probability of at least 1 ? . Theorem 6 For all (X; Y ) pairs and all > 0, C 1 (XjY ) 2 log log G + log^ XjY + log(1= ) + 1 : Proof: We use an hypergraph coloring argument to reduce the problem to one that can be solved with a variant of the prime-numbers algorithm derived by Rabin and Yao 13] to compute the equality function: eq(i; j) = ( 1 if i = j; 0 if i 6 = j.
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Proof: The upper bounds are given merely for completeness; we prove the lower bounds.
A basic counting argument (Erd os and Spencer 11], or Palmer 12]) shows that a fraction of at most 1 jXj log log jXj of the graphs on jXj vertices have an independent set larger than 2 log jXj hence chromatic number smaller than jXj 2 logjXj . For > 2, an even smaller fraction of hypergraphs with^ XjY = have chromatic number smaller than jXj 2log jXj . Lemma 2 and Theorem 2 conclude the proof.
2
To interpret these results for sparse random pairs, assume that 3 log log log jXj (roughly, (log jXj) 1=3 ). The lemma implies that a fraction of at least 1 ? 1 jXj log log jXj of (X; Y ) pairs with S X X and^ XjY = have 3 log Ĉ 1 (XjY ) :
For each (X; Y ) pair in that majority, we can approximate Inequality (4) aŝ L Y > Ĉ 1 (XjY ) ? logL X :
Therefore, for the above majority of sparse (X; Y ) pairs, if is an optimal protocol for (X; Y ), thenL Y , the number of bits transmitted by P Y in the worst case, is > Ĉ 1 (XjY ) ? logĈ 1 (XjY ). Moreover,L Y can be appreciably lower thanĈ 1 (XjY ) only if is far worse than optimal:L X , the number of bits transmitted by P X in the worst case, is exponentially larger thanĈ 1 (XjY ).
Randomization and Errors: One-Way Communication
So far, we required that P X and P Y base their messages on preceding messages and the random variable they know. We also insisted that P Y always know the correct value of X. In this section we relax both requirements. We allow the communicators to ip biased coins that in uence both the choice of their messages and the value that P Y assigns to X. We also let P Y make error in deciding on the value of X. Still, a variant of the protocol properties described in Section 2 must hold. The implicittermination property is modi ed to require that at any given time the set of all possible 34 P X for the input (x; y) andL X = supfl X ;m (x;y) (x; y) : (x; y) 2 S X;Y g is the number of bit transmitted by P X in the worst-case, as de ned above. We de ne l Y ;i (x; y) similarly.
An induction similar to that of Theorem 2 can show that for all i 0, there is an input (x; y) such that log (G(h j (x; y)i i j=1 )) log G 2 l Y ;i (x;y) ? l X ;i (x; y) :
Without loss of generality, assume that the largest number of exchanged messages is nite. Letting i be that number of messages, we have l X ;i (x; y) = l X ;m (x;y) (x; y), l Y ;i (x; y) = l Y (x; y), and (G(h j (x; y)i i j=1 )) = 1. Hencê L X l X ;i (x; y) log G 
The next lemma simpli es the analysis of this inequality. It shows that the complexities of most random pairs with any given maximum ambiguity fall within a narrow range. The lemma also states (at last) exactly what we mean by \most random pairs." The proof uses a well-known fact concerning the chromatic numbers of random graphs.
Lemma 9 Let X be a nite set and let 2 be an integer. A fraction of at least 1 ? 1 jXj log log jXj of (X; Y ) pairs with S X X and^ XjY = have log jXj ? log log jXj ? 1 Ĉ 1 (XjY ) log jXj and log log jXj Ĉ 1 (XjY ) Ĉ 2 (XjY ) log log jXj + 3 log + 4 :
to the same collection of subsets of X. which P X transmits all the bits. But, as we will soon see, these are a small minority. Let be a protocol for a pair (X; Y ). De neL X to be the supremum, over all inputs, of the number of bits transmitted by P X under , and de neL Y similarly. (A formal de nition is given in the proof of Theorem 5 below.) We show that for most sparse (X; Y ) pairs,L Y , the number of bits transmitted by P Y in the worst case, is aboutĈ 1 (XjY ) in any optimal or near optimal protocol for (X; Y ).L Y cannot be appreciably belowĈ 1 (XjY ) unlesŝ L X , the number of bits transmitted by P X in the worst case, is exponentially larger than C 1 (XjY ).
The following \converse" of Lemma 8 underlies the results proven in this section. It establishes a non-symmetric tradeo between the number of bits transmitted by P X and P Y , showing that the bits transmitted by P Y may be \more powerful." Theorem 5 Let be a protocol for a random pair (X; Y ). Then
Proof: For i 0, let l X ;i (x; y) denote the number of bits transmitted by P X in messages 1 (x; y);: : : ; i (x; y). For example, if P X transmits the rst message for (x; y), then l X ;i (x; y) = di=2e P j=1 j 2j?1 (x; y)j. Therefore, l X ;m (x;y) (x; y) is the number of bits transmitted by By de nition, S C is a collections of nonempty subsets of f1; : : :; g, each of size at most^ . Hence, jS C j ^ , and the theorem follows.
2
In this paper we are mainly concerned with the possible discrepancy between the di erent C m (XjY )'s and we combine the theorem with Corollary 3 and Theorem 2 to deduce that C 2 (XjY ) is already very close toĈ 1 The optimal two message protocol for the league problem exhibits a peculiar phenomenon. To minimize total communication, the informant, P X , who wants to convey the winner, transmits just one bit while the recipient, P Y , who does not want to convey any information, transmits dlog log te bits. Similarly, for the protocols upper boundingĈ 2 (XjY ) in the last section, the informant transmits dlog be 2 log^ XjY + 2 bits while the recipient transmits about log log G + log^ XjY bits. If^ XjY log G the recipient transmits many more bits than the informant. This of course does not imply that the recipient must transmit more bits than the informant. Every random pair has protocols in which the recipient does not transmit at all. In this section we show that for almost all random pairs with any given maximum ambiguity, none of these protocols is e cient. All optimal or near optimal protocols for these pairs require the recipient to transmit almost all the bits. The number of bits transmitted by the recipient cannot be appreciably reduced unless the informant transmits exponentially more bits than the minimum required. (These statements are gradually clari ed throughout in this section.)
We restrict our discussion to (X; Y ) pairs whose support set is contained in some nite product set X Y. to be the collection of possible subsets of colors, and let b be an integer. We show that a collection F of functions from f1; : : : ; g to f1; : : : ;bg that perfectly hashes S C can be used to derive a two-message protocol for (X; Y ) whose worst-case complexity is dlog jFje + dlog be. P X and P Y agree in advance on a dlog jFje-bit encoding of the functions in F and on a dlog be-bit encoding of f1; : : : ;bg. When P X is given X and P Y is given Y , they execute the following protocol. P Y nds a function f Y 2 F that perfectly hashes C(S XjY (Y )). Using dlog jFje bits, he transmits the encoding of f Y to P X . Now P X knows X and f Y . He computes f Y (C(X)) and transmits it to P Y using dlog be bits. Since f Y is one-to-one over C(S XjY (Y )), P Y can recover C(X) from f Y (C(X)). Since C is one-to-one over S XjY (Y ), P Y can also recover X from C(X). The lemma suggests that bits transmitted by P Y are \more powerful" than those transmitted by P X . Whereas each bit transmitted by P X can only reduce the chromatic number of the characteristic hypergraph to half of its previous value, each bit transmitted by P Y can potentially reduce the chromatic number to the square root of its previous value, hence reduce the number of necessary bits to half its previous value (in a manner of speaking).
Lemma 8 For all (X; Y ) pairs with^ XjY 2 and all k, there is a 2-message protocol in which P Y transmits k bits and P X transmits at most dĈ 1 The total number of bits transmitted in the lemma, k +dĈ 1 (XjY ) In fact, this result was already proven in Theorem 3. The theorem's proof also showed that all (X; Y ) pairs with^ XjY = 2 have an optimal protocol where the informer, P X , transmits only one bit and the recipient, P Y , transmits the rest. However, the proof was geared toward achievability: showing thatĈ 2 (XjY ) is small. While it provides a good introduction to the protocols of the next subsection, it sheds little if any light on the reason why two messages may not achieveĈ 1 (XjY ) when^ XjY > 2.
We therefore present another proof that relies upon the characteristic-hypergraph structure of the problem. It provides more insight into the advantages of feedback messages and explains why two messages su ce when^ XjY = 2 but do not necessarily su ce for larger XjY .
A graph is a hypergraph where each hyperedge contains at most 2 vertices. When^ XjY = 2, the characteristic hypergraph of (X; Y ) is a graph. For graphs, the converse of Lemma 4 holds. It is this property of G(XjY ) that enables us to determineĈ 2 (XjY ) and achieve it with just one feedback message.
Lemma 7 Let G = (V; E) be a graph with chromatic number (G). for all (X; Y ) pairs. To prove this bound we present a method that, given any random pair (X; Y ), constructs a two-message protocol whose complexity is close toĈ 1 (XjY ). This sharply contrasts with communication complexity. Papadimitriou and Sipser 4] showed a function for which one-message protocols require p t=(2 log t) transmitted bits while there are two-message protocols for that function requiring only 2 log t + 1 bits. Duris, Galil, and Schnitger 5] showed that for every m, there is a function whose m-message complexity is ( p t=(m 4 log t)) but its (m+1)-message complexity is only O(m log t). Hence, in communication complexity there can be an almost-exponential gap between m-and (m + 1)-message complexities. Here, all complexity measures betweenĈ 2 (XjY ) andĈ 1 (XjY ) are at most a factor of four apart and onlyĈ 1 (XjY ) can be exponentially higher.
Equation (2) 
5.1^ XjY = 2: One Feedback Message is Optimal
We prove that when the maximum ambiguity of a pair (X; Y ) is two, two messages su ce to achieve minimum communication. The protocol is essentially that of the league problem, but it uses colors instead of actual X-values. P X and P Y agree on a G-coloring of G(XjY ) and on a dlog Ge-bit encoding of each color. P Y knows Y and therefore knows the two possible values of X and their (necessarily di erent) colors. He nds a bit location in which the encodings of the two corresponding colors di er and transmits that location using dlogdlog Gee bits. Then, P X responds with one bit describing the value of that bit in the encoding of the color of X. The total number of transmitted bits is dlogdlog Gee + 1 and Lemma 2 said thatĈ 1 (XjY ) = dlog Ge. The vertices 1; : : : ;`form a complete subgraph of the in nite graph G(XjY ), hence G `. On the other hand, the mapping C(i) = i mod`is an`-coloring of G(XjY ). Hence G =à nd Theorem 3 implies thatĈ 1 (XjY ) = dlog`e andĈ 1 (XjY ) = dlog log`e + 1.
One optimal one-way protocol instructs P X to transmit the dlog`e-bit binary representation of K mod`. In one optimal two-message protocol, P Y uses dlog log`e bits to transmit a location where the dlog`e-bit binary representation of I mod`di ers from that of J mod`, and P X transmits the value of this bit for the winning team. 2 
Two Messages are Almost Optimal
In the last section we saw that for all (X; Y ) pairsĈ 1 (XjY ) dlogĈ 1 (XjY )e + 1, and that for some pairs equality is achievable:Ĉ 1 (XjY ) = 1 2 2Ĉ 1(XjY ) . In a sense, this is a negative result implying thatĈ 1 (XjY ), the number of bits required when no feedback is permitted, may be exponentially higher thanĈ 1 (XjY ), the minimum number achievable when no restrictions apply. In this section we prove thatĈ 1 (XjY ) can almost be achieved with just one feedback message: P Y transmits one message to P X , then P X responds with one message. Precisely:Ĉ 2 (XjY ) 4Ĉ 1 (XjY ) + 3 25
for all (integer) values of (G(h j i i j=1 )) (G(h j i i+1 j=1 )) 2 except (G(h j i i j=1 )) = 3 and (G(h j i i+1 j=1 )) = 2. For this case we verify directly that j i+1 j 1 log log 3 ?
log log 2. As before we can combine with the induction hypothesis to see that (A) holds again.
To complete the proof, let be an m-message protocol for (X; and the theorem follows.
2
We reap the bene ts of the tedious work by applying Theorem 2 to precisely determinê C m (X t jY t ) for all m in the league problem of Example 1.
Example 2 It is now easy to see that dlog log te + 1 bits are necessary for the league problem with two or even more messages. Example 1 showed thatĈ 1 (X t jY t ) = dlog te, and thatĈ 2 (X t jY t ) dlog log te + 1. Theorem 2 implies thatĈ 1 (X t jY t ) dlogĈ 1 (X t jY t )e + 1 dlog log te + 1. HenceĈ 2 (X t jY t ) = =Ĉ 1 (X t jY t ) = dlog log te + 1. Equation (2) de ned^ XjY , the maximum ambiguity of (X; Y ), as the maximum number of X values possible with any given Y value. In this subsection we show that for all (X; Y ) pairs with maximum ambiguity two, the bound of Inequality (3) is tight. It is therefore the tightest general bound onĈ 1 (XjY ) that can be expressed in terms of m-message complexities.
Theorem 3 For all (X; Y ) pairs with^ XjY = 2, C 1 (XjY ) = dlogĈ 1 (XjY )e + 1 :
Proof: We describe a 2-message protocol whose worst-case complexityis dlogĈ 1 (XjY )e+1. This provesĈ 1 (XjY ) dlogĈ 1 (XjY )e + 1. Theorem 2 provides the converse inequality. 1. P Y transmits message i + 1. From Lemma 5 there must be a message i+1 such that log (G(h j i i+1 j=1 )) log (G(h j i i j=1 )) 2 ?j i+1 j :
(A) + (B
Since (A) holds for 1 ; : : :; i both sides of the inequality are strictly positive. Hence (G(h j i i+1 j=1 )) 2 and j i+1 j log log (G(h j i i j=1 )) ? log log (G(h j i i+1 j=1 )).
Combined with the induction hypothesis, we see that (A) holds again: i+1 P j=1 j j j log log G ? log log (G(h j i i+1 j=1 )).
2. P X transmits message i + 1. From Lemma 5 there must be a message i+1 such that
If (G(h j i i+1 j=1 )) = 1 then j i+1 j dlog (G(h j i i j=1 ))e log log (G(h j i i j=1 )) + 1. Hence P i+1 j=1 j j j log log G + 1 and (B) holds. Otherwise (G(h j i i+1 j=1 )) 2. Using simple monotonicity properties of the function x ? log x we obtain j i+1 j log (G(h j i i j=1 )) ? log (G(h j i i+1 j=1 )) log log (G(h j i i j=1 )) ? log log (G(h j i i+1 j=1 ))
Since (S) is not pre x free there is a tree in the forest which is not a leaf. This tree contains an internal node all of whose descendents are leaves. Let be that node and let 1 ; : : :; k be its descendents.
De ne the new mapping 0 as follows:
The rst requirement of the lemma clearly holds because was not changed. The second requirement is satis ed because 0 (a) 0 (b) implies (a) (b). The consequence of the lemma does not hold because:
2 ?(j i j?j j) g (S) maxf2 ?j j ; 2 ?j j g = (S) 2 ?j j where we have used the fact that none of the i 's is a pre x of any other hence P k i=1 2 ?(j i j?j j) 1. Rather than prove each part separately, we prove a more general result from which both parts follow easily.
Lemma 6 Let S be a nonempty set, : S ! f0;1g a mapping that assigns a string to each element of S, and : 2 S ! 0; 1) a mapping that assigns a nonnegative real value to each subset of S such that: Then, there is a string 0 such that ( ?1 ( 0 )) (S) 2 ?j 0 j .
Proof: Consider the range (S) of . As a set of messages, it is either pre x free or not. Hence there must be a message 0 2 (S) such that ( ?1 ( 0 )) (S) 2 ?j 0 j .
2. In case (S) is not pre x free. For a set of messages, let its pre x number, p:n:( ) def = jf 2 : 0 for some 0 2 gj, be the number of non-maximal messages in . We show that if the lemma does not hold for a mapping with a positive p:n:( (S)), then it does not hold for a mapping 0 with p:n:( 0 (S)) < p:n:( (S)). This implies that the lemma does not hold for a mapping with a pre x-free range, contradicting the rst part of the proof. Let be a mapping satisfying the conditions of the lemma but not its consequence, that is, ( ?1 ( )) < (S) 2 ?j j for all 2 (S). Consider the forest whose vertex set is the range (S) of and where message 00 2 (S) is a child of another message 2 (S) if 00 and there is no 0 2 (S) such that 0 00 (all pre xes proper). The forest is not necessarily binary, and it is a tree if and only if there is a message that is a pre x of all other messages.
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This relates vertex and edge restrictions to messages sent by P X and P Y . The next Lemma implies that if a message can assume only a few possible values then at least one of the resulting restricted hypergraphs has a large chromatic number.
Lemma 4 Let G = (V; E) be a hypergraph with chromatic number (G). 
2. Let C i be a (G= E i )-coloring of G= E i . De ne C(v) = (C 1 (v);: : :;C k (v)). Then fv 0 ; v 00 g e for some e 2 E implies fv 0 ; v 00 g e 2 E i for some 1 i k, hence the ith components of C(v 0 ) and C(v 00 ) di er.
2
Assume for example that after 1 ; : : :; i were transmitted P X transmits a k-bit message.
Each possible message corresponds to a vertex restriction of G(h j i i j=1 ) and at least one message, i+1 , corresponds to a hypergraph G(h j i i+1 j=1 ) with (G(h j i i+1 j=1 )) (G(h j i i j=1 )) 2 ?k .
This intuitive argument has two possible pitfalls. First, P X can transmit messages of different lengths and assign longer messages to restricted hypergraphs with smaller chromatic number. More intricate is the possibility of a message being a pre x of another when no confusion is caused. This could lead to more e cient transmissions as k bits can correspond to 2 k+1 (rather than 2 k ) di erent messages. The next lemma handles both cases. A hypergraph is trivial if it contains no vertices or no edges.
Lemma 5 Let G = (V; E) be a nontrivial hypergraph. Then h j i i+1 j=1 ) ) log (G(h j i i j=1 )) 2 ?j i+1 j : A more careful analysis, carried out in the proof of Theorem 2 yields the exact lower bound: C 1 (XjY ) dlogĈ 1 (XjY )e + 1.
We begin with some results concerning hypergraphs. Let G = (V; E) be a hypergraph, and let V 0 V and E 0 E. The vertex restriction Gj V 0 of G to V 0 is the hypergraph whose vertex set is V 0 and whose edge set is fe \ V 0 : e 2 Eg. The edge restriction G= E 0 of G to E 0 is the hypergraph whose edge set is E 0 and whose vertex set is fv : v 2 e 0 for some e 0 2 E 0 g. When P X transmits a message he restricts the set of possible X values; similarly for messages transmitted by P Y . It is easy to verify that if message 1 ; : : :; i have been transmitted then:
1. If i+1 is sent by P X then G(h j i i+1 j=1 ) = G(h j i i j=1 )j S X (h j i i+1 j=1 ) .
2. If i+1 is sent by P Y then G(h j i i+1 j=1 ) = G(h j i i j=1 )= S Y (h j i i+1 j=1 ) . 7 The precise statements are given in the appropriate lemmas and theorem.
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(1) holds because (X; Y ) 2 S X;Y , hence j (X; Y )j L . We prove (2) 4.2Ĉ 1 (XjY ) dlogĈ 1 (XjY )e + 1 Lemma 2 related the one-way complexity of (X; Y ) to the chromatic number of (X; Y )'s characteristic hypergraph:Ĉ 1 (XjY ) = dlog Ge. SinceĈ 1 (XjY ) is an integer, we need only show thatĈ 1 (XjY ) log log G + 1. We do so by recursively considering the set of possible inputs after each message is transmitted. To derive bounds using this property we further pursue the analogy to hypergraph coloring. The messages 1 ; : : :; i are possible if S X;Y (h j i i j=1 ) 6 = ;, namely, they occur for some input. For i 0 and a sequence 1 ;: : : ; i of possible messages, let G(h j i i j=1 ) be the characteristic hypergraph of any (X; Y ) pair whose support set is S X;Y (h j i i j=1 ). Its vertex set is S X (h j i i j=1 ) and each y 2 S Y (h j i i j=1 ) contributes the hyperedge fx : (x; y) 2 S X;Y (h j i i j=1 )g. message is sent. Though simple, the proof is rather long. With a bit of faith, the reader may choose to skip it at rst. Subsection 4.3 is very short. In it we show that the league problem is not unique in achieving the bound of Inequality (3). The bound is attained with equality by all (X; Y ) pairs with maximum ambiguity two. 4 .1Ĉ 1 (XjY ) dlogĈ 1 (XjY )e
The proof uses simulation: given an arbitrary protocol for a pair (X; Y ), we simulate it by a low-complexity one-way protocol. Simulation protocols have been used in communication complexity, e.g., Papdimitriou and Sipser 4]. There, however, all inputs are possible and interaction gain is obtained when the computed function is \irregular." Here, there is no function, and interaction helps only when the set of possible inputs is \irregular."
Let and be strings. We write ( 6 ) if is (is not) a pre x of and write ( 6 ) if is (is not) a proper pre x of . Lemma 3 For all nontrivial (X; Y ) pairs, C 1 (XjY ) dlogĈ 1 (XjY )e : Proof: Given a protocol for (X; Y ) with worst-case complexityL , we construct a oneway protocol whose worst-case complexity is 2L . In Equation (1) we de ned S XjY (y) to be the set of possible X values when Y = y. We similarly de ne P X 's ambiguity set S Y jX (x) to be the set of possible Y values when X = x. Recall also that (x; y) denotes the concatenation of all messages transmitted under for the input (x; y). P X , given X, sequentially considers all 2L sequences ofL bits. For each such sequence , he transmits:
1 if (X; y) for some y 2 S Y jX (X) 0 otherwise. P Y nds anL -bit sequence for which f X ( ) = 1. He then nds an x 2 S XjY (Y ) for which (x; Y ) and decides that X = x. To prove correctness of this protocol, we show:
1. There is anL -bit sequence for which f X ( ) = 1 and (X; Y ) . Therefore, neither (x 1 ) nor (x 2 ) is a (proper or improper) pre x of the other and so 0 (x 1 ) 6 = 0 (x 2 ). Hence 0 too is a coloring of G(XjY ) so 0 is a pre x-free set of cardinality G. Therefore, there must be an element in 0 whose length is at least dlog Ge. 2
This argument was implicitly used in Example 1 to show thatĈ 1 (X t jY t ) dlog te. There, it was easy to see that all t messages have to be di erent and that no message could be a proper pre x of another. Both facts follow as the characteristic hypergraph in that case, G(X t jY t ), is K t , the complete graph on t vertices, whose chromatic number is t.
Unfortunately this characterization ofĈ 1 (XjY ) might not be of much practical help in determiningĈ 1 (XjY ). Given a random pair (X; Y ), its characteristic hypergraph G(XjY ) can be easily constructed but computing the chromatic number of a hypergraph is NPcomplete, hence believed to be di cult. 4 The Limits of Interaction We divide this section into three subsections. In the rst we prove a \bit" weaker result, namely that for all nontrivial (X; Y ) pairs, C 1 (XjY ) dlogĈ 1 (XjY )e :
Although very close to Inequality (3), this bound does not prove optimality of the twomessage protocol of the league problem and of other protocols described in Section 5. Its proof however is simpler and more elegant than that of the stronger bound and is therefore given.
In subsection 4.2 we prove Inequality (3). The proof is recursive, relating the length of a message to the chromatic number of the characteristic hypergraph remaining after the to be the set of all messages P X may transmit under . If x 1 and x 2 are adjacent in G(XjY ) then for some y 2 S Y , both x 1 and x 2 are in S XjY (y). By the correct-decision property, (x 1 ) 6 = (x 2 ) for P Y to be able to deduce X. Hence, is a coloring of G(XjY ) and so j j G :
On the other hand, any coloring of G(XjY ) suggests a one-way protocol where P X transmits the color of X. Hence there exists a one-way protocol for (X; Y ) with j j G :
Witsenhausen concluded that G is the minimum size of , i.e., the minimum number of possible messages transmitted by P X in a one-way protocol. This proves thatĈ 1 (XjY ) dlog Ge. However, the set is not necessarily pre x free. 6 According to the implicittermination property, messages have to be pre x free only for each given value of Y . Therefore, the above implies only thatĈ 1 (XjY ) dlog Ge ? 1.
A string extends another string if is a pre x of . A string is maximal in a set if no other string in the set extends it. The next lemma proves that even the set of maximal codewords in has size of at least G. This set is pre x free, hence at least one maximal codeword has length dlog Ge. Witsenhausen 1] de ned a graph which is closely related to G(XjY ) and linked its chromatic number to one-way communication. Let be a one-way protocol for a random pair (X; Y ). The codeword (x; y) of an input (x; y) consists of the message 1 (x; y). By the separate transmissions property, (x; y) is independent of y and we denote it by (x); it is the message transmitted by P X when X = x. De ne def = f (x) : x 2 S X g 5 We denote both graphs and hypergraphs by G, reserving H for`Hentropy'. The rst equality and the correct-decision property imply that x = x 0 . 2
This enables us to apply traditional pre x-freeness results to our model. In Section 4 we will use it to apply Kraft's inequality; here, we prove a trivial yet useful lower bound on C 1 (XjY ). Equation (1) Two implications of this result are used throughout the paper:
is a function only of S X;Y , the support set of (X; Y ); hence in determininĝ C m (XjY ) the precise values of p can be ignored.
2. There are only nitely many \essentially di erent" random pairs with values in a nite product-set; hence in Section 6 we can refer to \most."
These consequences were to be expected because of two assumptions made in formulating the problem. For arbitrary elements a k ; : : : ; a l we let ha k ; : : :; a l i or ha j i l j=k denote the (l + 1 ? k)-element sequence whose i'th element is a k+i?1 ; for k > l the sequence ha j i l j=k is empty. A bit is an element of f0;1g. A message, or a string, is a ( nite, possibly empty) sequence of bits. Let 1 ; : : : ; k and 1 ; : : : ; l be bits. The string h j i k j=1 is a pre x of the string h j i l j=1 if j = j for j = 1; : : : ;k. It is a proper pre x if, in addition, k < l.
Let (X; Y ) be a pair of random variables. The support set of (X; Y ) is S X;Y = f(x; y) :
p(x; y) > 0g, and an input is an element of S X;Y . A protocol for (X; Y ) is a mapping that associates with each input (x; y) a nite sequence h 1 (x; y); 2 (x; y); : : :; m (x;y) (x; y)i of messages satisfying the three properties described below. Since P X and P Y alternate in transmitting these messages, all even-numbered messages are transmitted by one communicator and all odd-numbered messages by the other. We extend the messages inde nitely by letting i (x; y) def = (the empty string) for i > m (x; y). This simpli es notation and proofs as we can assume that i (x; y) exists for all i. Correct-decision property h j (x; y)i 1 j=1 = h j (x 0 ; y)i 1 j=1 implies that x = x 0 .
Several properties of protocols and complexity measures follow directly from these denitions and those given in the introduction. Some are described here. They are the present-function f(X; Y ). Only one instance (\episode") of the random variable pair is given and the communicators want to know f(X; Y ) with no probability of error.
Following El Gamal and Orlitsky 3], we combine the two approaches. As in information theory, we assume that P X wants to transmit X to P Y . As in communication complexity we assume that only one instance of the random pair is given and that no errors are allowed in determining the value of X.
A few comparisons are in order. The communication complexity problem is more symmetric as f depends on both X and Y . It is therefore natural to expect interaction to reduce communication. Indeed, Papadimitriou and Sipser 4] showed a function for which one-message protocols require p t=(2 log t) transmitted bits while there are two-message protocols for that function requiring only 2 log t + 1 bits. Duris, Galil, and Schnitger 5] showed that for every m, there is a function whose m-message complexity is ( p t=(m 4 log t)) but its (m + 1)-message complexity is only O(m log t). Hence there can be an almost-exponential gap between m-and (m + 1)-message complexities. This contrasts with our case. Herê C 2 (XjY ); : : :;Ĉ 1 (XjY ) are all within a factor of four from each other while onlyĈ 1 (XjY ) can be exponentially higher.
To compare with information theory results, consider the related setup of 3]. There, P X and P Y want to exchange their information: P Y wants to learn X and P X wants to learn Y . It was shown that, on the average, at least H(XjY ) + H(Y jX) bits must be transmitted and that H(XjY )+H(Y jX)+3 minflog log jS X j; log log jS Y jg bits su ce for all distributions uniform over their support. 3 This resembles the result of Slepian and Wolf 6] but does not allow any errors in determining X and Y and does not assume that X and Y are collections of i.i.d. random variables. In this paper we are concerned with worst-case complexity, rather than average, and we study the e ect of interaction, rather than determine the minimum number of bits that must be transmitted.
Protocols and Preliminary Results
Protocols were informally described in the introduction. For conciseness however we left out the details. In Sections 3 and 4 we prove lower bounds on the complexities of probability distributions. These bounds rely on the precise de nitions of protocols given in this The two-message protocol of the league problem and many of the protocols providing the upper bound onĈ 2 (XjY ) in Section 5 exhibit a peculiar property. P Y , the recipient who wants to say nothing, transmits almost all the bits while the informant, P X , transmits almost none. This does not mean that P Y must transmit more bits than P X . These random pairs, like all others, have protocols in which P Y does not transmit at all. Potentially, they could have other optimal protocols in which P Y transmits only few bits. Surprisingly, Section 6 shows that for almost all (X; Y ) pairs with any given maximum ambiguity this is not the case. All optimal or near optimal protocols for these pairs require P Y to transmit almost C 1 (XjY ) bits, the total number exchanged. The number of bits transmitted by P Y can be appreciably belowĈ 1 (XjY ) only if P X transmits exponentially more thanĈ 1 (XjY ) bits. These conclusions are based on the following result. Lastly, in Section 7 we consider randomized protocols. Assuming that unbiased bits can be generated and that the communicators are willing to tolerate probability of P Y not knowing the correct value of X, we demonstrate a one-way randomized protocol whose expected transmission for the worst input is only four times larger thanĈ 1 (XjY ).
Corollary 6 For all (X; Y ) pairs, C 1 (XjY ) 4Ĉ 1 (XjY ) + 2 log 1 ; whereĈ 1 (XjY ) is appropriately de ned.
2
The results obtained in this paper are related to two existing approaches in the study of communication. One branch of information theory assumes that a communicator wants to convey some random information X to another communicator who knows related information Y . Traditionally, the random pair (X; Y ) is a collection of independent identically-distributed (i.i.d.) random pairs (X i ; Y i ) and the recipient is willing to tolerate some probability of not knowing X.
Communication complexity literature, on the other hand, assumes that two persons, one knowing X the other knowing Y , communicate in order to determine the value of a binary the number of possible X values when Y = y. The maximum ambiguity of (X; Y ) iŝ XjY def = supf XjY (y) : y 2 S Y g; (2) the maximum number of X values possible with any given Y value. In the league problem, the maximum ambiguity is two: for every value known to P Y (a game), P X has two possible values (winning teams). Whenever^ XjY = 2, the characteristic hypergraph is a graph, and then, the bound of Theorem 2 is tight:
Theorem 3 If the maximum ambiguity is two, the corollary can be strengthened still. Just one feedback message su ces to achieve minimum communication:
Corollary 4 For all (X; Y ) pairs with^ XjY = 2, C 2 (XjY ) = : : : =Ĉ 1 (XjY ) = dlogĈ 1 (XjY )e + 1 :
As a special case we have the league problem. Its maximum ambiguity is two and therefore it has the optimal two-message protocol described in Example 1. We note that for some random pairs two messages are not optimal. A subsequent paper, Orlitsky 2] , exhibits a random pair (X; Y ) for whichĈ 2 (XjY ) 2Ĉ 1 (XjY The proof slightly strengthens a result in Witsenhausen 1] which showed that the minimum number of di erent messages sent in one-way communication is the chromatic number of a graph equivalent to G(XjY ). The characteristic hypergraph of the league problem with t teams is K t , the complete graph on t vertices. This proves, again, thatĈ 1 (X t jY t ) = dlog te as was shown in Example 1.
We saw that the two-message complexity of the league problem with t teams satis es:
C 2 (X t jY t ) dlog log te + 1. Therefore, C 1 (X t jY t ) Ĉ 2 (X t jY t ) dlogĈ 1 (X t jY t )e + 1 :
In Section 4 we prove that this discrepancy is the largest possible. Interaction can never reduce the amount of communication to the logarithm of the one-way complexity:
Theorem 2 For all nontrivial 2 pairs (X; Y ):
2 Therefore, the two-message protocol described in Example 1 is optimal for the league problem andĈ 2 (X t jY t ) = =Ĉ 1 (X t jY t ) = dlog log te + 1 :
The \almost-logarithmic" reduction achieved for the league problem is typical of a large class of random pairs. Let (X; Y ) be a random pair. The support set of X is the set Ĉ 1 (XjY ), the one-way complexity of (X; Y ), is the number of bits required in the worst case when P Y cannot transmit to P X , that is, when no interaction is allowed.Ĉ 2 (XjY ) is the number of bits required in the worst-case when at most two messages are permitted: P Y transmits a message re ecting Y , then P X responds with a message from which P Y must infer X. Since empty messages are allowed,Ĉ m (XjY ) is a decreasing function of m bounded below by 0. We can therefore de neĈ 1 (XjY ), the unbounded-message complexity of (X; Y ), to be the limit ofĈ m (XjY ) as m ! 1. It is the minimum number of bits that must be transmitted for P Y to know X, even if no restrictions are placed on the number of messages exchanged. A protocol for (X; Y ) whose worst-case complexity isĈ 1 (XjY ) is an optimal protocol for (X; Y ). In summary, for all random pairs (X; Y ):
The results obtained in this paper concern the possible discrepancy between these quantities. We now review them, using the league problem of Example 1 for illustration. Casting the example in terms of the general model, P X knows a winner X t 2 f1; : : : ;tg while P Y knows a match Y t 2 f(i; j) : 1 i < j tg and wants to learn X t . Here, and in the sequel, X 2 X means that the random variable X takes values in the set X. We saw that C 1 (X t jY t ) = dlog te and thatĈ 2 (X t jY t ) dlog log te + 1.
Most likely, there is a probability distribution p that determines the match and the winner. However the next section, which formally de nes protocols and proves some of their basic properties, also shows that, as we consider only worst-case complexity and do not allow any errors, the precise values of p are irrelevant toĈ m (XjY ):
Corollary 1 For all (X; Y ) pairs and all m 2 f1; : : :;1g, the m-message complexitŷ C m (XjY ) is determined by S X;Y , the support set of (X; Y ). 2 Therefore, the m message complexity of the league problem can be determined although we (implicitly) described only the support set of (X t ; Y t ); since all games are possible and the winner is one of the playing teams, S Xt;Yt = f(k; (i; j)) : 1 i < j t and k 2 fi; jgg :
In Section 3 we consider the one-way complexity,Ĉ 1 (XjY ) | the simplest complexity measure to analyze. We de ne G(XjY ) | the characteristic hypergraph of (X; Y ). G(XjY ) is simply related to the support set S X;Y and will be instrumental in several subsequent proofs. As a rst application we show that it determines the one-way complexity of (X; Y ): in the worst case. The support set of a random pair (X; Y ) with underlying probability distribution p(x; y) is the set S X;Y def = f(x; y) : p(x; y) > 0g of ordered pairs occurring with positive probability. An input is an element of S X;Y viewed as value assignments to X and Y . For every input (x; y) the protocol used, , determines a nite sequence 1 (x; y); : : : ; m (x;y) (x; y) of transmitted messages. 1 The m-message complexity of (X; Y ) (i. In this paper we explore the scope and limitations of communication reduction achievable via interaction. Our model assumes two communicators: an informant P X having a random variable X and a recipient P Y having a, possibly dependent, random variable Y . Both communicators want the recipient, P Y , to learn X with no probability of error, whereas the informant, P X , may or may not learn Y . To that end they alternate in transmitting messages: nite sequences of bits. Messages are transmitted over an error-free channel and are determined by an agreed-upon, deterministic, protocol.
A protocol for (X; Y ) (i.e., a protocol for transmitting X to a person who knows Y ) enables communication in a distributed environment where, initially, P X knows X; P Y knows Y; and their knowledge about each other's random variables derives from the exchanged messages. It therefore guarantees that the number of messages and bits transmitted is always nite and that the following properties hold.
Separate transmissions: Each message is based on the random variable known to its transmitter and on previous messages.
Implicit termination: When one communicator transmits a message, the other knows when it ends, and when the last message ends, both communicators know that communication has ended.
Correct decision: When communication ends, the recipient, P Y , knows X.
For conciseness of the introduction, we postpone the formal de nition of protocols to the next section. Presently, we de ne the minimum number of bits that must be transmitted 1 Introduction and De nitions Often, when a person conveys information to another, the recipient has some idea about the information sent. Although it is not the recipient's intention to convey any information, he might nd that by telling some of his information, the total amount of communication can be reduced.
Daily-life examples abound. A sophisticated gossip will ask \Have you heard about . . . " before telling a long piece. If the listener has not heard about . . . , the amount of data communicated increases by the above phrase and the word \no". If he has, the amount of communication decreases by much more. Although for some cases (corresponding to uninformed individuals) communication increases by a small amount, on the average (assuming a well-gossiped society), communication decreases.
The following is a more concrete example.
Example 1 A league has t teams named 1; : : : ;t. Every week two random teams play each other. The outcome of the match is announced over the radio. All announcements have the same format: \The match between team I and team J was won by team K" where 1 I < J t and K is either I or J. P X and P Y are avid sports fans. One day, while P Y listens to a match announcement, P X grabs the radio from him. Consequently, P Y hears the rst part of the announcement: \The match between team I and team J" and P X hears the second part: \was won by team K." P X and P Y agree that P Y should know the winner (for it is his radio). They are looking for the most e cient way to do it.
If no interaction is allowed, P X has to send a single message enabling P Y to uniquely determine the winner. This message is based solely on the winner (for that is all P X knows). Let (i) be the message sent by P X when he hears \was won by team i." If the messages (i) and (j) are the same for some i 6 = j, then in the event of a match between teams i and j, P Y cannot tell who the winner is. Also, if (i) is a pre x of (j) for i 6 = j then in the event of a match between teams i and j P Y does not know when the message ends. Therefore, the messages (1); : : :; (t) must all be di erent and none can be a proper pre x of another. Hence the average one-way communication is at least log t bits and the worst-case one-way communication is at least dlog te bits. The worst-case lower bound is clearly achievable as the one-way protocol instructing P X to transmit the binary representation of K (well, the dlog te-bit binary representation of K ? 1 to be precise) requires dlog te bits in the worst Worst-Case Interactive Communication I:
Two Messages are Almost Optimal Alon Orlitsky AT&T Bell Laboratories Abstract X and Y are random variables. Person P X knows X, Person P Y knows Y , and both know the joint probability distribution of the pair (X; Y ). Using a predetermined protocol, they communicate over a binary, error-free, channel in order for P Y to learn X. P X may or may not learn Y . How many information bits must be transmitted (by both persons) in the worst case if only m messages are allowed? C 1 (XjY ) is the number of bits required when at most one message is allowed, necessarily from P X to P Y .Ĉ 2 (XjY ) is the number of bits required when at most two messages are permitted: P Y transmits a message to P X , then P X responds with a message to P Y . C 1 (XjY ) is the number of bits required when communication is unrestricted: P X and P Y can communicate back and forth.
The maximum reduction in communication achievable via interaction is almost logarithmic. For all (X; Y ) pairs,Ĉ 1 (XjY ) dlogĈ 1 (XjY )e + 1, whereas, for a class of (X; Y ) pairs,Ĉ 1 (XjY ) = dlogĈ 1 (XjY )e + 1. Therefore,Ĉ 1 (XjY ) can be exponentially larger than C 1 (XjY ). YetĈ 2 (XjY ) cannot. With just two messages, the number of bits required is at most four times larger than the minimum: for all (X; Y ) pairs,Ĉ 2 (XjY ) 4Ĉ 1 (XjY ) + 3. This contrasts with communication complexity where, for every m, the number of bits required with m messages can be almost exponentially larger than needed with m+1 messages. Surprisingly, for almost all sparse (X; Y ) pairs, P Y who wants to say nothing must transmit almost all the bits in order to achieve the minimum number:Ĉ 1 (XjY ). The number of bits transmitted by P Y can be appreciably reduced only if P X transmits exponentially more Appeared, IEEE Transactions on Information Theory, Sept. 1990, pp. 1111{1127. This version was printed on March 22, 1996.
